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Rap Music And Rap Audiences Controversial Themes
This book provides an enlightening, representative account of how rappers talk about God in their lyrics—and why a sense of
religion plays an intrinsic role within hip hop culture. • A bibliography of cited sources on rap music and hip hop culture • An index
of key terms and artists • A discography of rap songs with religious themes
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • It’s time to saddle up! Lil Nas X, the chart-topping music icon and internet sensation behind
the hit single “Old Town Road,” has crafted an empowering alphabet adventure that shows off his signature “S is for Swagger”
and “X is for Extra” energy in a kid-friendly picture book that is one of a kind—just like him! A is for Adventure. Every day is a brandnew start! B is for Boots—whether they’re big or small, short or tall. And C is for Country. Join superstar Lil Nas X and Panini the
pony on a fabulous journey through the alphabet from sunup to sundown. Featuring bold, bright art from Theodore Taylor III, kids
will experience wide-open pastures, farm animals, guitar music, cowboy hats, and all things country in this debut picture book
that’s perfect for music lovers learning their ABCs and for anyone who loves Nas’s unique genre-blending style and his iconic redcarpet looks. (After all, “F is for feathers. And fringe. And fake fur.”)
In the past three decades hip hop has developed from an underground movement in one of New York City’s poorest boroughs,
the Bronx, to a worldwide multi-billion-dollar industry. Nowadays one could not imagine chart shows, discos or house-parties
without rap music. According to Guthrie P. Ramsey, Jr., rap music, which belongs under the cultural umbrella called hip hop, ‘is
virtually everywhere: television, radio, film, magazines, art galleries, and in ‘underground’ culture’. In this work Karl Kovacs will
examine the reasons for hip hop’s international success, the dangers of it, and the motivations rappers had and still have to
pursue their art. It is yet to be answered if the success of this form of art has been a blessing or a curse for its performers and their
audience, the so-called hip hop generation.
Made in France: Studies in Popular Music serves as a comprehensive introduction to the history, sociology, and musicology of
contemporary French popular music. The volume consists of essays by scholars of French popular music, and covers the major
figures, styles, and social contexts of pop music in France. The book first presents a general description of the history and
background of popular music in France, followed by essays that are organized into thematic sections: The Mutations of French
Popular Music during the 30 glorieuses; Politicizing Popular Music; Assimilation, Appropriation, French Specificity; and From
Digital Stakes to Cultural Heritage: The French Touch.
Audience, Agency and Identity in Black Popular Culture analyses black cultural representations that appropriate anti-black
stereotypes. Using examples from literature, media, and art, Worsley examines how these cultural products do not rework antiblack stereotypes into seemingly positive images. Rather, they present anti-black stereotypes in their original forms and encourage
audiences not to ignore, but to explore them. Shifting critical commentary from a need to censor these questionable images,
Worsley offers a complex consideration of the value of and problems with these alternative anti-racist strategies in light of
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stereotypes’ persistence. This book furthers our understanding of the historical circumstances that are influencing contemporary
representations of black subjects that are purposefully derogatory and documents the consequences of these images.
Seminar paper from the year 1999 in the subject American Studies - Culture and Applied Geography, grade: 1,0 (A), HumboldtUniversity of Berlin (American Studies), course: Transnational American Culture Studies, 22 entries in the bibliography, language:
English, abstract: 1. Introduction: In the following study the relationship and interaction between “Hip Hop and the Media in the
USA” will be discussed. The aim of this paper is to put hip hop into a wider framework of media and culture. Hip hop has
triumphantly emerged from the underground to take its place in the mainstream of popular culture. It is clear that the pervasive
influence of hip hop extends to television, film, advertising, fashion, the print media, and language itself. Although it has taken
almost twenty years to reach this level of mass exposure, the movement now stands as a multimillion-dollar enterprise and a
dominant cultural force that continues to grow. To put it quite bluntly, hip hop cannot be considered as an independent entity on its
own; it has to be explained in a broader context – a creation out of a reaction with and against existing conventions. Hip hop must
be reinvented from moment to moment, centered around the impossibility of closure – the moment it becomes identifiable, its
modes reducible, it dies – but hip hop’s ability is to reinvent itself continually. Hip hop is, as Potter puts it, “a cultural recycling
center, a social heterolect, a field of contest, even a form of psychological warfare” (109). This paper tries to shed light on the
following questions: What is the media’s influence on the history and development of hip hop culture? How are the different rap
categories treated by the media? Why is authenticity especially appealing to a white audience and consequently to the major
spending power? In how far are violence, drugs and misogyny important for the development of hip hop culture, how is the media
coping with these issues? The latter question leads to the next one: Why is rap, as a part of hip hop, the subject of a permanent
call for censorship? To answer this question some examples will be illustrated. [...]
Contains brief reviews of over five hundred old school rap and hip-hop albums, as well as albums from the 1960s and 70s that
provided inspiration for the development of rap; arranged alphabetically, some with cover art.
In this first musicological history of rap music, Cheryl L. Keyes traces the genre's history from its roots in West African bardic traditions, the
Jamaican dancehall tradition, and African American vernacular expressions to its permeation of the cultural mainstream as a major tenet of
hip-hop lifestyle and culture. Rap music, according to Keyes, addresses the political and economic disfranchisement of black youths and
other groups, fosters ethnic pride, and displays culture values and aesthetics. Blending popular culture with folklore and ethnomusicology,
Keyes offers a nuanced portrait of the artists, themes, and varying styles reflective of urban life and street consciousness. Her analysis draws
on music, lives, politics, and interests of figures ranging from Afrika Bambaataa, the "godfather of hip-hop," to early artists like Grandmaster
Flash, to crossover pioneers like LL Cool J, De La Soul, and Public Enemy, to megastars like Tupac Shakur and The Notorious B.I.G. At the
same time, Keyes delves into the impact of the rapper-turned mogul phenomenon, the rise of Death Row Records, and the East Coast-West
Coast tensions of the Nineties.
With music today available on YouTube, online and satellite radio, MTV, through digital downloads, and on iPods and other handheld
devices, we may think that we have heard all there is to hear about modern artists. The stories behind the songs that keep us humming are
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less often explored. Readers will learn how some of the most popular musicians today—entertainers such as Madonna, Adele, Kanye West,
and Taylor Swift—rose to fame and made important musical breakthroughs, all while paying tribute to those who came before them.
This is the first book to discuss in detail how rap music is put together musically and how it contributes to the formation of cultural identities for
both artists and audiences. It also argues that current skeptical attitudes toward music analysis in popular music studies are misplaced and
need to be reconsidered if cultural studies are to treat seriously the social force of rap music, popular musics, and music in general. Drawing
extensively on recent scholarship in popular music studies, cultural theory, communications, critical theory, and musicology, Krims redefines
'music theory' as meaning simply 'theory about music', in which musical poetics (the study of how musical sound is deployed) may play a
crucial role when its claims are contextualized and demystified. Theorizing local and global geographies of rap, Krims discusses at length the
music of Ice Cube, the Goodie MoB, KRS-One, Dutch group the Spookrijders, and Canadian Cree rapper Bannock.
At the heart of hip-hop—the most vigorous, electric development in the music world since the advent of punk rock—are its brilliant
entrepreneurs. Some have demonstrated business instinct and marketing savvy that would make many Fortune 500 CEOs envious. Hip-hop
and the moguls behind it are a force to be reckoned with. These larger-than-life figures, the elite of hip-hop, have prospered through a
combination of old-fashioned business savvy, shrewd marketing, and constant commercial reinvention. Over the past decade, their collective
net worth has grown upwards of 1 billion. Hip Hop, Inc. reveals the secrets of success that can be applied to virtually any other business. It
illustrates these secrets by telling the never-before-told stories of the most successful of the rap elite and, through extensive interviews, lets
the advice flow from the millionaires themselves.
How gangsta rap shocked America, made millions, and pulled back the curtain on an urban crisis. How is it that gangsta rap—so dystopian
that it struck aspiring Brooklyn rapper and future superstar Jay-Z as “over the top”—was born in Los Angeles, the home of Hollywood, surf,
and sun? In the Reagan era, hip-hop was understood to be the music of the inner city and, with rare exception, of New York. Rap was
considered the poetry of the street, and it was thought to breed in close quarters, the product of dilapidated tenements, crime-infested
housing projects, and graffiti-covered subway cars. To many in the industry, LA was certainly not hard-edged and urban enough to generate
authentic hip-hop; a new brand of black rebel music could never come from La-La Land. But it did. In To Live and Defy in LA, Felicia Viator
tells the story of the young black men who built gangsta rap and changed LA and the world. She takes readers into South Central, Compton,
Long Beach, and Watts two decades after the long hot summer of 1965. This was the world of crack cocaine, street gangs, and Daryl Gates,
and it was the environment in which rappers such as Ice Cube, Dr. Dre, and Eazy-E came of age. By the end of the 1980s, these self-styled
“ghetto reporters” had fought their way onto the nation’s radio and TV stations and thus into America’s consciousness, mocking law-andorder crusaders, exposing police brutality, outraging both feminists and traditionalists with their often retrograde treatment of sex and gender,
and demanding that America confront an urban crisis too often ignored.
Explores the history and social aspects of rap music and hip hop culture, which emerged underground through African American artistic
expressions in the 1970s.
Over the past four decades, rap and hip hop culture have taken a central place in popular music both in the United States and around the
world. Listening to Rap: An Introduction enables students to understand the historical context, cultural impact, and unique musical
characteristics of this essential genre. Each chapter explores a key topic in the study of rap music from the 1970s to today, covering themes
such as race, gender, commercialization, politics, and authenticity. Synthesizing the approaches of scholars from a variety of
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disciplines—including music, cultural studies, African-American studies, gender studies, literary criticism, and philosophy—Listening to Rap
tracks the evolution of rap and hip hop while illustrating its vast cultural significance. The text features more than 60 detailed listening guides
that analyze the musical elements of songs by a wide array of artists, from Afrika Bambaataa and Grandmaster Flash to Nicki Minaj, Jay-Z,
Kanye West, and more. A companion website showcases playlists of the music discussed in each chapter. Rooted in the understanding that
cultural context, music, and lyrics combine to shape rap’s meaning, the text assumes no prior knowledge. For students of all backgrounds,
Listening to Rap offers a clear and accessible introduction to this vital and influential music.
Responding to the development of a lively hip hop culture in Central and Eastern European countries, this interdisciplinary study
demonstrates how a universal model of hip hop serves as a contextually situated platform of cultural exchange and becomes locally inflected.
After the Soviet Union fell, hip hop became popular in urban environments in the region, but it has often been stigmatized as inauthentic, due
to an apparent lack of connection to African American historical roots and black identity. Originally strongly influenced by aesthetics from the
US, hip hop in Central and Eastern Europe has gradually developed unique, local trajectories, a number of which are showcased in this
volume. On the one hand, hip hop functions as a marker of Western cosmopolitanism and democratic ideology, but as the contributors show,
it is also a malleable genre that has been infused with so much local identity that it has lost most of its previous associations with "the West"
in the experiences of local musicians, audiences, and producers. Contextualizing hip hop through the prism of local experiences and regional
musical expressions, these valuable case studies reveal the broad spectrum of its impact on popular culture and youth identity in the postSoviet world.
For many African Americans of a certain demographic the sixties and seventies were the golden age of political movements. The Civil Rights
movement segued into the Black Power movement which begat the Black Arts movement. Fast forward to 1979 and the release of Sugarhill
Gang's "Rapper's Delight." With the onset of the Reagan years, we begin to see the unraveling of many of the advances fought for in the
previous decades. Much of this occurred in the absence of credible, long-term leadership in the black community. Young blacks disillusioned
with politics and feeling society no longer cared or looked out for their concerns started rapping with each other about their plight, becoming
their own leaders on the battlefield of culture and birthing Hip-Hop in the process. In Somebody Scream, Marcus Reeves explores hip-hop
music and its politics. Looking at ten artists that have impacted rap—from Run-DMC (Black Pop in a B-Boy Stance) to Eminem (Vanilla
Nice)—and puts their music and celebrity in a larger socio-political context. In doing so, he tells the story of hip hop's rise from New Yorkbased musical form to commercial music revolution to unifying expression for a post-black power generation.
"Addresses censorship as a worldwide issue from its earliest recorded form to the modern day ; Includes unique case studies of music
censorship unfamiliar to Western audiences ; Documents censorship through a necessarily intersectional lens." --Oxford University Press.
Entries address people, terms, and concepts that help to define social class in America, exploring how perception of class has changed over
the years and how class is addressed in politics and contemporary culture.
Why do rap MCs present their studio recorded lyrics as “live and direct”? Why do they so insistently define abilities or actions, theirs or
someone else’s, against a pre-existing signifier? This book examines the compositional practice of rap lyricists and offers compelling
answers to these questions. Through a 40 year-span analysis of the music, it argues that whether through the privileging of chanted call-andresponse phrases or through rhetorical strategies meant to assist in getting one’s listening audience open, the focus of the first rap MCs on
community building and successful performer-audience cooperation has remained prevalent on rap records with lyrics and production
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techniques encouraging the listener to become physically and emotionally involved in recorded performances. Relating rap’s rhetorical
strategy of posing inferences through intertextuality to early call-and-response routines and crowd-controlling techniques, this study
emphasizes how the dynamic and collective elements from the stage performances and battles of the formative years of rap have remained
relevant in the creative process behind this music. It contends that the customary use of identifiable references and similes by rap lyricists
works as a fluid interchange designed to keep the listener involved in the performance. Like call-and-response in live performances, it
involves a dynamic form of communication and places MCs in a position where they activate the shared knowledge of their audience, making
sure that they “know what they mean,” thus transforming their mediated lyrics into a collective and engaging performance.
Traces the history of rap music as a key component of the black arts movement in the wake of the civil rights and black power movements,
examining the music and its politics, profiling ten key artists and their influence on the evolution of rap, and the music's birth as an expression
of urban life and culture. Reprint.
Looks at the social issues surrounding rap music, covering such topics as sexism, censorship, and violence.

Over the course of the twentieth century, African Americans in New Orleans helped define the genres of jazz, rhythm and
blues, soul, and funk. In recent decades, younger generations of New Orleanians have created a rich and dynamic local
rap scene, which has revolved around a dance-oriented style called "bounce." Hip-hop has been the latest conduit for a
"New Orleans sound" that lies at the heart of many of the city's best-known contributions to earlier popular music genres.
Bounce, while globally connected and constantly evolving, reflects an enduring cultural continuity that reaches back and
builds on the city's rich musical and cultural traditions. In this book, the popular music scholar and filmmaker Matt Miller
explores the ways in which participants in New Orleans's hip-hop scene have collectively established, contested, and
revised a distinctive style of rap that exists at the intersection of deeply rooted vernacular music traditions and the
modern, globalized economy of commercial popular music. Like other forms of grassroots expressive culture in the city,
New Orleans rap is a site of intense aesthetic and economic competition that reflects the creativity and resilience of the
city's poor and working-class African Americans.
Listen to Rap! Exploring s Musical Genre provides an overview of this kinetic and poetic musical genre for scholars of rap
and curious novices alike. • Provides readers with a ready list of the 50 most important people and events in rap •
Discusses vocal styles and musical production in depth • Quickly and efficiently characterizes rappers, crews, albums,
and singles • Provides pertinent information that links rappers, producers, DJs (turntablists), and record labels •
Discusses the history of rap as a series of local phenomena in the introduction
Rap music was born in America in the early 1980s. Over the last decade it has not only grown in popularity within the
United States, with rap music soaring to the top of the music charts, but it has also influenced other cultures around the
world. Black, Blanc, Beur is about the emergence and growing notoriety of rap music and hip-hop culture in the FrenchPage 5/7
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speaking world (France, Quebec, and Western Africa). It provides an introduction to many forms of expression of hip-hop
cultures (rap music, hip-hop dance, and graffiti/tagging). Since its arrival in France, rap music experienced immediate
and ever-growing success, going from an underground sound to becoming the second largest market in the world after
the United States. Just as American rap crossed borders, French rap influenced artists in the rest of the Francophone
world. In addition to a foreword by Adam Krims, a noted rap authority, this volume has contributions by some of the most
renowned hip-hop scholars on both sides of the Atlantic and addresses hip-hop from the perspective of various
disciplines: African studies, anthropology, cultural studies, ethnology, French and Francophone studies, history,
linguistics, musicology, psychology, and sociology. Contributors discuss the history of French rap music from its origin to
the present, the various artists and their groups, stage performances of the rap groups in Paris, Marseilles, the art of
graffiti, and the French public's perceptions of rap music. Each chapter is equipped with a short bibliography. This is the
first book on the subject of French rap music and hip-hop culture in English. A wonderful resource for scholars and
students of African, French and pop culture, ethnomusicology, and for the general public interested in rap music and the
hip-hop culture.
Using the latest research, real-world examples, and a new theory of healthy development, this book explains Hip Hop
culture's ongoing role in helping Black youths to live long, healthy, and productive lives. • Connects the latest research
conclusions about Hip Hop's influences with actual examples of its practice and applied value in action • Identifies
education, health and mental health, and afterschool settings as key to promoting health and well-being • Disentangles
arguments about whether Hip Hop culture is more of a tool for empowerment or a tool for risk promotion • Explains Hip
Hop's ongoing contributions to health and learning, with attention to the Black community • Provides a common language
and structure for helping professionals, researchers, and policymakers to organize work related to Hip Hop and wellbeing • Introduces meaningful models, tips, and resources for personal or professional use • Offers real-world insights
from today's leaders within the Hip Hop Ed movement
In its 114th year, Billboard remains the world's premier weekly music publication and a diverse digital, events, brand,
content and data licensing platform. Billboard publishes the most trusted charts and offers unrivaled reporting about the
latest music, video, gaming, media, digital and mobile entertainment issues and trends.
Popular music is a cultural form much rooted in space and place. This book interprets the meaning of music from a
spatial perspective and, in doing so it furthers our understanding of broader social relations and trends, including identity,
attachment to place, cultural economies, social activism and politics. The book's editors have brought together a team of
scholars to discuss the latest innovative thinking on music and its geographies, illustrated with a fascinating range of
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case studies from the USA, Canada, the Caribbean, Australia and Great Britain.
The Hip Hop Generation is an eloquent testament for black youth culture at the turn of the century. The only in-depth
study of the first generation to grow up in post-segregation America, it combines culture and politics into a pivotal work in
American studies. Bakari Kitwana, one of black America's sharpest young critics, offers a sobering look at this
generation's disproportionate social and political troubles, and celebrates the activism and politics that may herald the
beginning of a new phase of African-American empowerment.
As one of the most influential and popular genres of the last three decades, rap has cultivated a mainstream audience and become a
multimillion-dollar industry by promoting highly visible and often controversial representations of blackness. Sounding Race in Rap Songs
argues that rap music allows us not only to see but also to hear how mass-mediated culture engenders new understandings of race. The
book traces the changing sounds of race across some of the best-known rap songs of the past thirty-five years, combining song-level
analysis with historical contextualization to show how these representations of identity depend on specific artistic decisions, such as those
related to how producers make beats. Each chapter explores the process behind the production of hit songs by musicians including
Grandmaster Flash and the Furious Five, The Sugarhill Gang, Run-D.M.C., Public Enemy, N.W.A., Dr. Dre, and Eminem. This series of case
studies highlights stylistic differences in sound, lyrics, and imagery, with musical examples and illustrations that help answer the core
question: can we hear race in rap songs? Integrating theory from interdisciplinary areas, this book will resonate with students and scholars of
popular music, race relations, urban culture, ethnomusicology, sound studies, and beyond.
An examination of the societal and legal responses to rock and rap music.
Drawing on such primary sources as court cases and excerpts from speeches, examines twelve ethical controversies related to the music
industry, including drug abuse references in music and the influence of violent lyrics on young listeners.
Underground rap is largely a subversive, grassroots, and revolutionary movement in underground hip-hop, tending to privilege creative
freedom as well as progressive and liberating thoughts and actions. This book contends that many practitioners of underground rap have
absorbed religious traditions and ideas, and implement, critique, or abandon them in their writings. This in turn creates processural mutations
of God that coincide with and speak to the particular context from which they originate. Utilising the work of scholars like Monica Miller and
Alfred North Whitehead, Gill uses a secular religious methodology to put forward an aesthetic philosophy of religion for the rap portion of
underground hip-hop. Drawing from Whiteheadian process thought, a theopoetic argument is made. Namely, that it is not simply the case that
is God the "poet of the world", but rather rap can, in fact, be the poet (creator) of its own form of quasi-religion. This is a unique look at the
religious workings and implications of underground rap and hip hop. As such, it will be of keen interest to scholars of Religious Studies, HipHop Studies and Process Philosophy and Theology.
An anthology of essays, editorials, and criticism--by Anna Quindlen, Nathan McCall, Sister Souljah, Ice-T, and William Safire, among
others--provides a provocative study of the diverse forms and meaning of rap music and the culture that spawned it. Original.
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